
Manufacturing Business for Sale Auckland

Location:Auckland
Asking: $700,000 + Stock
Type: Manufacturing

Contact:
Serdar Kabul
09 394 0574 or 021 188 6144
anytime

nzbizbuysell.co.nz/120282

Link Business (Ellerslie)
Licensed REAA 2008
Broker Ref: EL04311

Gastronomy for Sale. A Culinary Landmark in Auckland
Discover Gastronomy: A Taste of Tradition and Excellence Embark on a journey of flavor with
Gastronomy, a distinguished culinary enterprise renowned for its traditional recipes and exceptional
taste. Explore our world at https://gastronomy.nz/ and savour the essence of authentic, homemade
cuisine.

Why Gastronomy?

Wide Variety: Indulge in an extensive range of fresh pies, delectable cakes, and a diverse deli
selection featuring salads, cutlets, homemade sausages, and the exclusive Raf coffee.
Commitment to Quality: Crafted with time-honored recipes, our products are free from
chemicals and preservatives, offering a genuine homemade experience.
Support Local: Proudly partnering with local businesses, we ensure quality and freshness in
every bite.

Exceptional Business Opportunity

Proven Success: Over a decade of operational excellence with significant profit margins and a
loyal customer base.
Prime Location: Includes land and buildings in a dynamic, fast-growing Auckland suburb, perfect
for business synergy.

Turnkey Investment: Ideal for immigrants from Northern Europe or locals with a passion for
hospitality, especially those connected to Russia or Ukraine.

Investment Overview

Business Sale: $700,000 plus stock at valuation
Commercial Property: $1,300,000 plus GST if applicable

Seize the Opportunity Gastronomy isnt just a business; it's a portal to culinary delight and a testament
to the rich tapestry of traditional cuisine. Perfect for those looking to merge a passion for food with a
lucrative business opportunity.

Ready to own a slice of Aucklands gastronomic excellence? Contact us to explore this savoury
investment and begin your journey with Gastronomy!

https://www.nzbizbuysell.co.nz/businesses-for-sale/location/Auckland
https://www.nzbizbuysell.co.nz/businesses-for-sale/Manufacturing/New-Zealand
tel:021 188 6144
https://www.nzbizbuysell.co.nz/120282/manufacturing-business-for-sale-auckland


Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/120282

To find out more watch the video here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0p5AwDlauw or go to
linkbusiness.co.nz/EL04311and press the Enquire Now button to complete an online confidentiality
agreement.

Serdar Kabul, 021 188 6144, serdar.kabul@linkbusiness.co.nz

***Some details of the business for sale are confidential and can only be disclosed upon contacting the
broker and a completion of a Confidentiality Agreement. Due to the confidentiality of this business a
stock photo image may be used to represent the business.

#wesellbusinesses #buyabusiness #manufacturing #food #auckland

SEMINAR: HOW TO BUY A BUSINESS

Dont know where to start? Want to know what mistakes to avoid?

Register for our Buy a Business Seminar. linkbusiness.co.nz/online-buyer-seminar

Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/120282
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